Windows Autopilot
Business-ready – Windows Provisioning – Cloud-centric

Autopilot Overview
Managing a corporate Windows build can be
time consuming and inefficient. When you
purchase new devices, what if you could
transform your existing Windows 10
installation into a “business-ready” state?

Monitor: users and IT staff can easily see how
configuration is progressing.

What do I get?
Analysis: impeltec experts will work with you to
understand your business needs and design the
service to make sure you are getting full value for
money.
White glove deployment: impeltec can help you preprovision Windows 10 devices to be fully configured
and business-ready for your organization or a user.
Ease of use: impeltec will help you remove the hassle
of maintaining on-premises infrastructure to create

imagine unboxing your new device and

or deploy your custom Windows build.

automatically configuring it from the cloud,
without the need to reimage.
imagine no more. Windows Autopilot
provides setup and pre-configuration
services for new devices, so they're ready for
productive use right out of the box.

Features
Business-ready: unbox your new Windows
device and turn it on. Autopilot configures it
from the cloud - with a few simple clicks, the
device becomes business-ready.
Fast provisioning: deliver a better user
experience with personalization and fewer
steps to set up.
Factory direct: your hardware vendor can
ship the device to your employee.
Cloud-centric: automatically join devices to
Azure Active Directory and enroll them in
mobile device management.

Modern desktop: Deploy the latest version of
Windows 10, and ensure your devices are up-to-date
with applications, policies and settings.
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Is it for me?
▪ Is rebuilding devices to adhere to your
corporate standards time-consuming or nonexistent?

▪ Are your users in dispersed locations making
setup a costly challenge?
▪ Do you want to bring your OEM Windows

▪ Do you want to deploy a new device to a user

devices under control?

straight out-of-the-box without the need to
pre-configure it?

Details
Windows Autopilot is a collection of technologies used to set up and pre-configure new devices,
getting them ready for productive use. It can also be used to reset, repurpose and recover devices.
impeltec can help you simplify all parts of the lifecycle of Windows devices, for both IT and end
users, from initial deployment through the eventual end of life.

impeltec info
impeltec focuses on offering Windows®-based SOE (Standard Operating Environment) build
services for end-user computing, as well as complementary services such as application packaging,
deployment consulting, and systems management. We have a strong focus on the cloud, with
extensive experience and expertise in Microsoft Azure™, Office 365™ and Microsoft Intune™.
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